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Starving Bacillus subtilis cells execute a gene expression program
resulting in the formation of stress-resistant spores. Sporulation
master regulator, Spo0A, is activated by a phosphorelay and con-
trols the expression of a multitude of genes, including the fore-
spore-speciﬁc sigma factor σF and the mother cell-speciﬁc sigma
factor σE. Identiﬁcation of the system-level mechanism of the spor-
ulation decision is hindered by a lack of direct control over Spo0A
activity. This limitation can be overcome by using a synthetic sys-
tem in which Spo0A activation is controlled by inducing expression
of phosphorelay kinase KinA. This induction results in a switch-like
increase in the number of sporulating cells at a threshold of KinA.
Using a combination of mathematical modeling and single-cell mi-
croscopy, we investigate the origin and physiological signiﬁcance
of this ultrasensitive threshold. The results indicate that the phos-
phorelay is unable to achieve a sufﬁciently fast and ultrasensitive
response via its positive feedback architecture, suggesting that the
sporulation decision is made downstream. In contrast, activation
of σF in the forespore and of σE in the mother cell compartments
occurs via a cascade of coherent feed-forward loops, and thereby
can produce fast and ultrasensitive responses as a result of KinA
induction. Unlike σF activation, σE activation in the mother cell
compartment only occurs above the KinA threshold, resulting in
completion of sporulation. Thus, ultrasensitive σE activation explains
the KinA threshold for sporulation induction. We therefore infer
that under uncertain conditions, cells initiate sporulation but post-
pone making the sporulation decision to average stochastic ﬂuctua-
tions and to achieve a robust population response.
cell fate | development | differentiation | stochasticity | network
In response to nutrient deprivation, Bacillus subtilis cells un-dergo asymmetrical cell division and then follow a cell differ-
entiation program resulting in formation of metabolically inert
spores (1, 2) (Fig. 1A). Sporulation requires the execution of a
complex gene expression program involving hundreds of “spor-
ulation” genes (3–6). The availability of a large number of genetic
mutants that differ from theWT only in their sporulation response
makes B. subtilis an ideal model system to study the relationship
between gene expression and cell fate speciﬁcation during bac-
terial differentiation (7).
Progression of the sporulation program is under the control of
a large regulatory network (hereafter called the sporulation
network). This network involves the sporulation master regulator
Spo0A and ﬁve alternative sigma factors (σH, σF, σE, σK, and σG)
that are activated in precise temporal order (8). Initiation of the
sporulation program is controlled by Spo0A (4, 9). The activity
and concentration of this master transcription factor are regulated
by phosphorelay through both posttranslational and transcrip-
tional interactions (10). Posttranslationally, phosphoryl groups
are transferred from one of the ﬁve autophosphorylating kinases
(KinA–KinE) to Spo0A via the phosphotransferases Spo0B and
Spo0F (Fig. 1B). Moreover, phosphorylated Spo0F and Spo0A
are subject to negative regulation by the phosphatases RapA and
Spo0E, respectively (11). Transcriptionally, expression of genes
for KinA, Spo0F, and Spo0A are regulated by the activated form
of Spo0A (phosphorylated form of Spo0A, hereafter called
Spo0A∼P) directly and indirectly via multiple feedback loops
(Fig. 1B).
As Spo0A∼P accumulates, it activates the expression of spor-
ulation genes and promotes polar septation, resulting in the
formation of a small forespore compartment and a larger mother
cell compartment inside the cell (12) (Fig. 1A). Subsequently,
compartment-speciﬁc sigma factors σF and σE are activated in
the forespore and the mother cell, respectively (8) (Fig. 1C). The
σF-bound and σE-bound RNA polymerases (RNAPs) direct the
compartment-speciﬁc gene expression programs, including the
activation of the late-stage sigma factors σG and σK. Morpho-
logical changes resulting in the production of a mature spore
are directed by each of these sigma factors in a temporally and
spatially controlled manner (5, 6).
Although the molecular interactions in the sporulation net-
work have been mapped out, it is not clear how this network
processes environmental and metabolic signals to achieve dis-
tinct cell fate decisions. Moreover, even in an isogenic pop-
ulation of starving cells, only a fraction of them form spores (13).
This variability in cell fate is likely to be part of a bet-hedging
strategy to manage the risks and beneﬁts of the sporulation de-
cision (13, 14), but the implementation mechanism for this
strategy is unknown. In particular, it is not clear activation of
which sporulation network component signiﬁes the sporulation
decision and thereby serves as a reliable predictor of cell fate.
Several previous studies have hypothesized that sporulation is
triggered in cells reaching a threshold level of Spo0A∼P (14–18).
This hypothesis is motivated by the observation that an increase
in Spo0A∼P is sufﬁcient to shift the site of cell division to an
asymmetrical polar site, and thereby to initiate sporulation (19,
20). However, the hypothesis of a single Spo0A∼P threshold has
been undermined by recent studies showing that (i) starving
populations of B. subtilis exhibit broad and unimodal distribu-
tions of Spo0A activity (16, 17, 21) and (ii) there is signiﬁcant
overlap in distributions of Spo0A activity in sporulating and
nonsporulating cells (22). Moreover, cells that form an asym-
metrical septum but do not activate σF and/or σE are able to re-
sume vegetative growth (23–25). These results suggest that the
process of sporulation only becomes irreversible upon σF and σE
activation in the forespore and mother cell, respectively. There-
fore, to understand the sporulation decision on a system level, we
must establish how Spo0A∼P levels control σF and σE activation.
To uncover the relationship between Spo0A∼P levels and the
activities of the downstream sigma factors, we need a way to
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interrogate the sporulation network systematically with perturba-
tions of Spo0A∼P levels. Such perturbations can be controllably
achieved by using synthetic biology methods to rewire the naturally
occurring networks (26). To apply these methods for phos-
phorelay, we use a synthetic artiﬁcial sporulation initiation (ASI)
system, which allows for tunable control of Spo0A∼P activity by
artiﬁcially tuning the KinA level from an isopropyl-β-D-thio-
galactopyranoside (IPTG)–inducible promoter (27, 28) (Fig. 1B).
In this synthetic system, phosphate ﬂux through the phosphor-
elay that activates Spo0A can be directly regulated by added
inducer, and the resulting changes in the activities of down-
stream sigma factors σF and σE can be simultaneously moni-
tored using the lacZ or ﬂuorescent reporter gene constructs.
Recently, this system has been used to show that induction of
KinA to a concentration normally achieved in starving WT cells
leads to a large number of spores, even in rich media (27) (Fig.
1D). Thus, the ASI decouples starvation signaling from down-
stream events in the sporulation network and allows us to study
downstream signal processing networks while minimizing the
effects of “extrinsic noise” (i.e., factors resulting from variations
in local cell density, cell size, growth rate, and other global param-
eters). Such factors can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence sporulation of WT
cells in starvation conditions (13).
In this study, by combining quantitative experiments using an
ASI system with detailed mathematical modeling, we uncover the
relationship between the levels of KinA activity, Spo0A∼P, and
the activities of σF and σE. Comparing the fractions of cells with
each regulator activated with the fraction of sporulating cells at
different levels of KinA activity, we determine the point at which
the sporulation decision is ﬁnalized. Finally, the relevance of the
uncovered facts is veriﬁed in the WT cells under starvation con-
ditions. Thus, our results provide a system-level picture on how
the sporulation network makes appropriate cell fate decisions.
Results
Sporulation in ASI Is Induced in an Ultrasensitive Manner. Previously,
we have shown that the ASI system can efﬁciently induce spor-
ulation in rich medium when KinA is induced to a level that
matches KinA concentrations in WT cells in sporulation media
(27). Notably, in these experiments, the number of cells forming
spores increases sharply in a small range of IPTG concentrations
(27). As a result, an increase in IPTG concentration between 4 μM
and 10 μM IPTG leads to about a 20-fold increase in the number of
spore-forming cells. Such responses are often referred to as ultra-
sensitive; mathematically, they can be characterized by a large value
of slope in log-log coordinates (x is an input and y is an output):
d logðyÞ
d logðxÞ ¼
dy=y
dx=x
 1
or an equivalently large effective Hill coefﬁcient, n, when the
Hill equation y = b + fxn/(Kn + xn) is ﬁtted to data.
By repeating these experiments, we veriﬁed that spore counts
increase ultrasensitively in response to the increasing IPTG
concentrations (Fig. 1D). If ﬁtted by the Hill equation, the curves
can be characterized by the Hill exponent n ∼ 12 with a 95%
conﬁdence interval of 7.5–16.5. The threshold amount of IPTG
triggering sporulation is even more robust, with a mean level of
K = 7.3 μM and a 95% conﬁdence interval of 7.0–7.6 μM. Ul-
trasensitive increase in spore counts cannot be attributed to the
response of IPTG-inducible promoter because the averaged
KinA concentration (in cell culture) increases less than twofold
between 4 μM and 10 μM IPTG (Fig. S1A; effective Hill co-
efﬁcient of KinA induction is n ∼ 2.0). Notably, single-cell dis-
tributions of KinA concentration measured at 4 μM and 10 μM
IPTG are unimodal but noisy and partially overlapping (Fig. S1B).
Ultrasensitivity in the population response can be explained if
we assume that the level of some downstream gene essential for
sporulation increases ultrasensitively as a function of KinA in
single cells (Fig. S1). As a result, noisy unimodal distribution of
KinA will be converted into a bimodal distribution of the
downstream gene and the fraction of cells in each peak will
ultrasensitively depend on the mean level of KinA (Fig. S1 C and
D). To conﬁrm this, we used a toy theoretical model that intro-
duces a hypothetical downstream gene that ultrasensitively depends
on KinA (a Hill function with n = 20; Fig. S1D).We tuned the
parameters of KinA induction to match the mean level and
distribution of KinA observed in the experiments and then cal-
culated the expected population distribution of the hypothetical
downstream gene. Resulting fractions of simulated cells in which
these downstream genes were activated are in good agreement
with the observed fraction of sporulating cells (Fig. S1E). Based
on this, we hypothesize that the abrupt increase in the number of
sporulating cells above the threshold level of KinA originates
from ultrasensitivity of the sporulation network in individual
cells. In the following sections, we test this hypothesis and un-
cover the mechanism for generating such an ultrasensitive
transfer function.
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Fig. 1. Regulation of sporulation in B. subtilis. (A) Starvation triggers
a switch from vegetative growth to sporulation and activates the sporula-
tion master regulator Spo0A∼P (0A∼P). 0A∼P promotes the formation of
asymmetrical septa and activates sigma factors σF and σE in the forespore
and the mother cell, respectively. Only cells with active σF and σE are com-
mitted to progress through several additional stages before a mature spore
appears. (B) Sporulation phosphorelay transfers phosphoryl groups from the
kinases KinA–E (only KinA is shown) to the master regulator Spo0A via two
phosphotransferases, Spo0B (0B) and Spo0F (0F). 0A∼P controls the expres-
sion of multiple genes in the phosphorelay through transcriptional feed-
back. KinA expression is indirectly regulated by 0A∼P (dashed arrow) in the
WT phosphorelay, but in the ASI system, the KinA promoter is replaced with
an IPTG-inducible promoter (solid arrow). (C) Sporulation network is hier-
archically organized. 0A∼P directly controls the expression of σF and in-
directly controls its activation [via SpoIIE (IIE) anchored in the polar septum,
gray bar]. 0A∼P also controls the expression of σE and its activation via the
σF-regulated expression of SpoIIR (black and red arrows show transcriptional
and posttranslational regulatory interactions, respectively). (D) At a thresh-
old level of KinA induction, spore counts increase dramatically (∼20-fold
increase in spore count between 4 μM and 10 μM IPTG) to match WT spor-
ulation levels. The blue circles represent experimentally measured spore
counts. The solid and dashed lines represent the Hill equation ﬁt and 95%
conﬁdence intervals, respectively.
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Activation of Spo0A Is Not Ultrasensitive. To establish how in-
duction of KinA expression affects Spo0A activation, we ﬁrst
built a model for the phosphorelay module. The model includes
the transcriptional regulation of module components and their
posttranslational modiﬁcations by phosphotransfer reactions.
The model inputs the concentration of IPTG, which is converted
to parameters of KinA transcription to ensure agreement of the
model predictions with the observed mean and SD of KinA
concentration at all IPTG levels. To maintain consistency with
experimental results, we report Spo0A∼P levels in terms of
transcriptional activity of the high-threshold Spo0A∼P target
spoIIG promoter (PspoIIG) (29). Throughout this section, we
deﬁne Spo0A activity as the PspoIIG transcription level by ex-
perimentally measuring β-galactosidase activity derived from
PspoIIG-lacZ, measuring GFP intensity derived from PspoIIG-
gfp, or computing the transcription rate in the model.
Our model showed that the increase in Spo0A activity as
a function of KinA can either be graded (Fig. 2A, green curve) or
ultrasensitive (Fig. 2A, purple curve) depending on the param-
eter values selected (Fig. 2A). The sensitivity of the phosphorelay
response to IPTG (IPTG-Spo0A∼P transfer function) critically
depends on the strength of the transcriptional positive feedbacks
from Spo0A∼P to Spo0A and Spo0F (Fig. S2A). Parameter sets
with strong positive feedback, for example, those with a high Hill
coefﬁcient for the effect of Spo0A∼P on the activation of Pspo0A
and Pspo0F (transcription from the promoters of spo0A and
spo0F, respectively) display ultrasensitivity, whereas weaker
feedback leads to graded IPTG-Spo0A∼P transfer functions
(Fig. S2A). Notably, ultrasensitive increases in Spo0A∼P as
a function of IPTG occur for phosphorelay module parameter
values for which the module is a bistable switch (Fig. 2A, purple
curve, and Fig. S2A). Thus, if the decision to sporulate was di-
rectly determined by the level of Spo0A∼P, a bistable phos-
phorelay response could explain why the spore count rises so
sharply from 4 μM to 10 μM IPTG.
However, our simulations indicated that the bistable phos-
phorelay would show negligible increase in Spo0A activity even
up to 6 h (T6; hereafter Tn will denote time of n hours after
IPTG addition) (Fig. 2B, purple curve, and Fig. S2B). Because a
large number of phase-bright endospores are formed at IPTG =
10 μM by T6 (27), these results (Fig. 2B) suggest that in the
bistable parameter regime, the phosphorelay response is unre-
alistically slow. We note here that even the graded phosphorelay
does not achieve steady state within 3 h of induction (Fig. 2B,
green curves). Therefore, we must use the computed dynamical
transfer function (rather than the steady-state transfer function)
of the phosphorelay to compare the modeling results with ex-
perimental data. We have found in our experiments with the ASI
system that most cells reach the point of engulfment by 3 h after
induction with IPTG. This indicates that most cells have reached
a decision about cell fate by T3. Therefore, it is a suitable time
point at which to evaluate the output of our models. Focusing on
transcriptional activity of PspoIIG at T3, we found that the
bistable phosphorelay model showed little increase in it even at
high IPTG concentrations (Fig. 2C, purple curve), whereas the
graded phosphorelay model predicted a 30-fold increase over
the range of IPTG simulated (Fig. 2C, green curve). However,
the graded model of the phosphorelay showed only a ﬁvefold
change in PspoIIG expression between 4 μM and 10 μM (Fig. 2C;
green curve, average of stochastic simulations; Hill coefﬁcient
for ﬁt to experimental data, n ∼ 2.4), which is insufﬁcient to
explain the ultrasensitive response of spore formation (Fig. 1D).
Taken together, the modeling results suggest that only the
graded phosphorelay model is sufﬁciently fast to explain the
sporulation dynamics. To conﬁrm this prediction, we experi-
mentally analyzed the input–output dynamics of the phosphor-
elay module. We measured Spo0A activity using a PspoIIG-lacZ
(output) reporter at different IPTG concentrations (input). As
shown in Fig. 2C (▪), the experimentally measured Spo0A ac-
tivity closely matched the predictions of the graded phosphorelay
model, suggesting that the phosphorelay module response is not
bistable, and thus not the determinant of the ultrasensitive in-
crease in spore formation. To test the graded phosphorelay
model further, we quantiﬁed Spo0A activity in single cells with a
PspoIIG-gfp reporter to determine whether the distributions show
bimodality indicative of a bistable or ultrasensitive phosphorelay
response. Although the GFP expression level from PspoIIG at
T1 was highly heterogeneous, we found that the distributions are
not bimodal (Fig. 2D). Moreover, the peaks corresponding to low
(4 μM) and high (10 μM) IPTG levels are not well separated.
Thus, our results agree with several recent reports that have
shown cell fate heterogeneity during sporulation is not associ-
ated with bimodality of Spo0A∼P activity (16, 17). Altogether,
these results lead us to conclude that the phosphorelay response
or Spo0A∼P concentration does not increase steeply around the
KinA threshold and that the ultrasensitivity in the sporulation
response must be associated with network components that re-
side downstream of the phosphorelay.
Activation of σF in the Forespore Is Ultrasensitive but Occurs Below
the Sporulation Threshold. To test whether the σF module is the
determinant of the ultrasensitive cell fate decision, we ﬁrst mod-
eled this module separately to compute its input–output properties
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Fig. 2. Phosphorelay response is not ultrasensitive, due to response time
requirements. (A) Modeling results show that the steady-state Spo0A activity
computed as the rate of PspoIIG transcription can either be graded (green
curve) or bistable and ultrasensitive (purple curve). (B) Stochastic simulations
show that at 10 μM IPTG, PspoIIG expression increases signiﬁcantly by 3 h
after induction for the graded (green curves) phosphorelay, whereas bista-
ble (purple curves) phosphorelay shows little change in expression from
PspoIIG. Thin curves are individual stochastic simulation trajectories, and
thick curves indicate the average of 400 such trajectories. (C) Measurements
of the increase in Spo0A activity at T3 as a function of IPTG with a PspoIIG-
lacZ reporter (▪) match the predicted response of the graded phosphorelay
(green curve) but not the bistable phosphorelay (purple curve). All values are
normalized by the value at 0 μM IPTG. (D) In agreement with the graded
phosphorelay model, single-cell measurements of GFP expression from the
spoIIG promoter at T1 show no bimodality at either 4 μM or 10 μM IPTG and
can be ﬁt with gamma distributions (solid curves). a.u., arbitrary units.
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and then integrated it with the phosphorelay module to establish its
response to KinA induction.
The σF activation module has been studied extensively both
experimentally and theoretically. These studies have shown that
σF (SpoIIAC) expression from the spoIIA operon is turned on at
a relatively low concentration of Spo0A∼P before septation (8).
The anti-sigma factor SpoIIAB and anti–anti-sigma factor SpoIIAA
are expressed, along with σF from the spoIIA operon (30). The
SpoIIAB kinase inactivates SpoIIAA and forms a complex with
σF, preventing it from interacting with RNAP (31) (Fig. S3A;
details are provided in SI Materials and Methods). Compartment-
speciﬁc activation of σF in the forespore is achieved when the
polar septum forms, and the subsequent preferential localization
of septum-bound phosphatase SpoIIE on the forespore side
leads to an effective increase in its concentration in the forespore
compartment. As a result, SpoIIE dephosphorylates SpoIIAA,
leading to the activation of σF in a forespore compartment-
speciﬁc manner (32). Mathematical models of the σF activation
network have shown that the activity of σF increases ultrasensitively
with an increase in SpoIIE concentration (33, 34).
To determine how phosphorelay activity affects σF activation,
we extended our earlier models to include regulation of spoIIA
and spoIIE gene expression by Spo0A∼P. We found that the
threshold of SpoIIE concentration, around which σF activity
increases, is dependent on the expression levels of the spoIIA
operon (Fig. S3B). Moreover, because Spo0A∼P controls both
spoIIA and spoIIE transcription, the regulation of the σF module
can be deﬁned as an AND-type coherent feed-forward (6) (Fig.
1C). AND-type coherent feed-forward loops combine the sensi-
tivity of each branch (35), which can potentially lead to ultra-
sensitive responses (Eq. S9 in SI Materials and Methods). In our
case, we note that Spo0A∼P regulates both spoIIA and spoIIE
cooperatively [Hill exponents: nIIA, nIIE > 2 (36)]. This coop-
erativity is ampliﬁed by the feed-forward loop because σF acti-
vation itself is highly ultrasensitive as a function of SpoIIE
concentration (Fig. S3B). Based on these facts, we expect that even
the modest increase in the level of Spo0A∼P seen in the previous
section could result in an ultrasensitive increase in σF activity.
The results of our simulations corroborated this rationale, but,
surprisingly, the model predicted that σF activation would in-
crease ultrasensitively at low IPTG concentrations (Fig. 3A). The
Hill equation ﬁt for σF activity as a function of IPTG concen-
tration (Fig. 3A, dashed black curve) indicates a threshold of
4 μM IPTG (95% conﬁdence interval: 3.9–4.2 μM) and a Hill
coefﬁcient of n ∼ 4.6. At the population level, σF activity has a
bimodal distribution and about half of the cells show signiﬁcant
σF activity at 4 μM IPTG when less than 1% of cells actually end
up as spores (Fig. 3D, purple dots). Moreover, our model pre-
dicted that the fraction of cells activating σF (we chose 2 μM σF
as a threshold) increases less than twofold from 50% to 77%
between 4 μM and 10 μM IPTG (Fig. 3D, black curve). This is in
stark contrast to the experimentally observed increase in the
fraction of spores (Fig. 3D, blue dots), which increases 20-fold
between 4 μM and 10 μM IPTG.
These results indicate that the threshold of KinA for σF acti-
vation falls below the observed value for the sporulation re-
sponse because transcription of both spoIIA and spoIIE occurs
at a relatively low Spo0A∼P threshold (37). As a result, both
operons are expressed at high levels even at low IPTG concen-
trations (4 μM IPTG) for KinA induction. Inevitably then, under
such conditions, cells accumulate sufﬁcient SpoIIE to activate σF
after septation. Our prediction that a large fraction of cells ac-
tivate σF even at low IPTG is robust to the choice of threshold
concentration for which we consider σF to be “activated.” This
robustness is due to the bimodality of the active σF concentra-
tion in the population (Fig. 3B, Lower); the fractions of activated
cells would not change much as long as the threshold level is
between the peaks.
Our model also demonstrated that despite the ultrasensitivity
of the σF activation module, σF is activated within ∼10 min of
septation (Fig. S3D). This result is in contrast to the dynamic
behavior of the phosphorelay network, where there is a tradeoff
between the ultrasensitivity and response time of Spo0A∼P ac-
tivation (Fig. 2 A–C and Fig. S2 A and B). This tradeoff is
avoided in the σF activation module because ultrasensitivity is
achieved through coherent feed-forward rather than positive
feedback architecture (Fig. 1C). Moreover, an increase in spoIIA
and spoIIE transcription does not slow down the response of the
σF module because the gene products of both accumulate before
septation under Spo0A∼P control; thus, the rate of σF activation
is only determined by relatively fast posttranslational reactions in
the forespore. In fact, the rapid activation of σF is known to be
essential for its role in intercompartmental signaling after sep-
tation (25, 38).
We conﬁrmed our model predictions for the σF module ex-
perimentally by tracking Spo0A and σF activities simultaneously
using PspoIIG-gfp and PspoIIQ-mCherry as reporters (MF3765;
here and below, strain numbers are shown as in Table S1 and
primers used in Table S2), respectively (Fig. 3E). We found
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Fig. 3. σF activation overestimates the fraction of cells that sporulate. (A)
Stochastic simulations of a mathematical model integrating phosphorelay
and σF activation modules show ultrasensitive increases of σF in single cells as
a function of IPTG (mean response, solid blue line; SD, shaded area; Hill
equation ﬁt, dashed black line). However, only a twofold increase in the
mean active σF level is observed between 4 μM and 10 μM IPTG because σF
activation has a low threshold (∼4 μM IPTG). Bimodal distributions of active
σF level in the model (B, Upper) and in single-cell experiments with PspoIIQ-
mCherry reporter (C, Upper) are shown. (B and C) Cumulative distributions
(Lower) corresponding to the data (Upper) are shown (i.e., total fraction of
cells with an active σF level below the given value). Threshold values sepa-
rating two peaks (gray bars) are chosen to predict the fraction of cells that
activate σF in D. a.u., arbitrary units. (D) Model predictions for fraction of
sporulating cells based on the threshold of active σF level (black curve) are
computed using the distributions for various IPTG levels and the threshold
value shown in B. Experimental data (red triangle and green square for 4 μM
and 10 μM, respectively) are obtained using the threshold and distributions
in C. Fractions of σF-active cells computed from experimental and simulation
data are in excellent agreement with one another, but both exceed ob-
served spore fractions (purple dots; calculated from spore counts shown in
Fig. 1D using Eq. 1 in Materials and Methods). (E ) Examples of the mi-
croscopy data of strain MF3765 used to construct distributions in C. A sig-
niﬁcant fraction of cells show σF activity (measured by PspoIIQ-mCherry
false-colored magenta forespore in the image) even at low IPTG concen-
trations (Left, 4 μM). This fraction increases at high IPTG (Right, 10 μM), but
the increase is not ultrasensitive. Spo0A activity was measured by PspoIIG-
gfp (green). The images show a ﬁeld of view of 20 × 20 μm.
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that the σF activity displays a bimodal distribution and only
a fraction of cells activate signiﬁcant levels of σF (Fig. 3 C and D
and Fig. S3E). In agreement with model predictions, our results
indicated a relatively large fraction of σF-active cells (55 ± 2.5%,
average ± SD of ﬁve independent measurements; details are
provided in Materials and Methods) even at 4 μM IPTG (sub-
threshold level of KinA). Accordingly, the increase in the frac-
tion of cells that activate σF between 4 μM and 10 μM (σF-active
cells increase from 55% of cells counted at 4μM to 74.25 ± 2.5%
of cells counted at 10 μM) matched our predictions of the re-
sponse of the σF module to KinA induction. As shown in Fig. 3D,
the red triangle (4 μM) and the green square (10 μM) corre-
sponded to the fraction of cells with σF reporter intensity above
the threshold selected in Fig. 3C and matched the model pre-
dictions (black curve) but not the measured spore fractions
(purple dots; calculated from spore counts in Fig. 1D and viable
cell counts; Eq. 1 in Materials and Methods). Based on these
results, we can rule out σF activation as a determinant of cell
fate ultrasensitivity around the KinA threshold.
Ultrasensitive σE Activation in the Mother Cell Determines Cell Fate.
We extended our approach of modular analysis of the sporula-
tion network further downstream to determine if activation of σE
is the decision point for the ultrasensitive cell fate response.
Analogous to previous sections, we ﬁrst model the σE module in
isolation and thereafter integrate it with the models of the σF
activation module and the phosphorelay.
The σE module is regulated at several different levels as fol-
lows: (i) Spo0A∼P stimulates transcription of the spoIIG operon
encoding both pro-σE (inactive form of σE) and its processing
enzyme SpoIIGA preferentially in the mother cell (39), and (ii)
in the forespore, the gene for the SpoIIGA activation signal,
SpoIIR, is transcribed by σF-RNAP (thus indirectly controlled by
Spo0A∼P) (40) (Fig. S4A). As a result, the active form of σE is
produced at a level sufﬁcient to transcribe genes in its regulon
only after the completion of polar septation and σF activation
(5). Therefore, similar to the σF module, the σE module is
controlled both directly and indirectly by Spo0A∼P via an
AND-type coherent feed-forward loop that can amplify the
degree of response sensitivity (8).
The level of activated σE depends on the rate of proteolytic
cleavage of its propeptide, and hence on the concentrations of
both SpoIIGA and SpoIIR as well as the amount of pro-σE
available for activation. Our model supported the above notion
that a combined increase in both SpoIIGA and SpoIIR con-
centrations dramatically increases the rate of pro-σE cleavage
(Fig. S4B). We therefore expected that the modest increase in
Spo0A∼P activity around the KinA threshold could result in
a switch-like ultrasensitive increase in σE activity (Fig. S4B).
In a combined model of the phosphorelay, σF and σE modules
showed that σE activation does increase ultrasensitively as a
function of KinA levels induced by different concentrations of
IPTG between 4 μM and 10 μM (Fig. 4A). The Hill equation ﬁt
to σE activity as a function of IPTG shows a half-maximal
threshold of 7.4 μM IPTG (with a 95% conﬁdence interval of
7.28–7.63 μM) and a Hill coefﬁcient of n ∼ 5. Around this
threshold (from 4 to 10 μM IPTG), we observed only a modest
increase in PspoIIG transcriptional activity and σF activity (see
sections above: mean PspoIIG transcriptional activity increases
∼ﬁvefold, whereas mean σF activity increases ∼twofold). How-
ever, the combined increase in spoIIG and spoIIR expression was
synergistically ampliﬁed by the feed-forward loop, resulting in an
∼30-fold increase of active σE. As a result of this ultrasensitive
increase in σE activity at the single-cell level, the distribution of
σE in the population became bimodal (Fig. 4B). This allows us to
deﬁne a threshold of active σE concentration (1 μM active σE;
Fig. 4B, dashed line) and robustly predict the fraction of cells
that activate σE, and thereby commit to sporulation. The fraction
of cells committed to sporulation, as predicted by a threshold
concentration of 1 μM active σE by T3, increased ultrasensitively
between 4 μM and 10 μM IPTG, in good agreement with the
change in sporulation faction [Fig. 4D; compare the model pre-
diction (black curve) with the fraction of sporulated cells (purple
dots; same as in Fig. 3D)].
To test our modeling predictions of a bimodal distribution of
σE activity, we used single-cell measurements of σE activity at T3
utilizing PspoIID-gfp (MF1957) as a reporter using ﬂuorescence
microscopy (Fig. 4 C–E). These experiments showed that the
fraction of cells with active σE changes drastically between 4 μM
and 10 μM IPTG (Fig. 4D). The σE-active cells increase from
1.075 ± 0.26% (average ± SD of four measurements; details are
provided in Materials and Methods) of cells counted at 4 μM to
75.5 ± 3% of cells counted at 10 μM. This dramatic increase
agrees well with our model as well as with the measurements of
spore fraction in experiments (Fig. 4D). As shown in Fig. 4D, the
red triangle (4 μM) and the green square (10 μM) show the
fraction of cells with σE activity above the threshold from Fig. 4C
and match the model predictions (black curve) and the measured
fraction of sporulated cells (purple dots). These results show that
activation of σE can be used as an accurate predictor of cell fate
during IPTG-induced sporulation.
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Fig. 4. σE activation is the ultrasensitive switch that controls cell fate. (A)
Stochastic simulations show that σE activation (mean response, solid black
line; SD, shaded area) increases ultrasensitively in single cells as a function of
IPTG and that this threshold coincides with the KinA threshold for sporula-
tion. The mean active σE level increases ∼30-fold between 4 μM and 10 μM
IPTG. Bimodal distributions of active σE in the model (B, Upper) and single-
cell experiments (C, Upper) are shown. In C, PspoIID-gfp was used as a re-
porter to track the active σE level in single-cell experiments; ﬂuorescence is
shown in arbitrary units (a.u.). (B and C) Cumulative distributions (Lower)
correspond to the data (Upper). Threshold values separating two peaks
(vertical gray bars) are chosen to predict the fraction of cells that activate σE
in D. (D) Model predictions for the fraction of sporulating cells based on the
threshold of the active σE level (black curve) are computed using the dis-
tributions for various IPTG levels and the threshold value shown in B. Ex-
perimental data (red triangle and green square for 4 μM and 10 μM,
respectively) are obtained using the threshold and distributions in C. Both
experimental and computationally computed fractions of σE-active cells
are in excellent agreement with the observed experimental spore fraction
(purple dots; calculated from sporulation efﬁciency, same data as in Fig. 2C).
(E) Examples of microscopy data of strain MF1957 used to construct dis-
tributions in C. Only a small fraction of cells show σE activity (green mother
cell in the image) at low IPTG concentrations (Left, 4 μM). This fraction
increases ultrasensitively at high IPTG (Right, 10 μM). The images show
a ﬁeld of view of 30 × 30 μm.
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The difference in ultrasensitive activation thresholds for σF
and σE (compare Figs. 3D and 4D) suggests that in the 2-μM to
5-μM IPTG range, σE activation and, consequently, sporulation
are limited primarily by the inadequate expression of spoIIG. To
test this hypothesis, we ﬁrst modiﬁed our model so that spoIIG
was expressed constitutively at a level comparable to that seen at
10 μM IPTG (details are provided in SI Materials and Methods).
Repeating the simulations described above, we found that the
fraction of cells that activate σE at 4 μM IPTG increases sub-
stantially to ∼40% in this case (Fig. S5A, solid curve). These results
suggest that high-level expression of spoIIG reduces the IPTG
threshold for σE activation and the fraction of cells that activate
σE is determined by the number of cells that activate σF (Fig. S5A,
compare solid and dotted curves). Next, to conﬁrm these pre-
dictions experimentally, we constructed a modiﬁed ASI strain
(MF4883) in which the spoIIG operon (including both spoIIGA
and spoIIGB, the gene for pro-σE) is expressed constitutively
from the Pspac promoter (41). In this strain, the LacI operator
binding site in the Pspac promoter was deleted to allow spoIIG to
be expressed at high levels during growth independent of the
IPTG concentration used to induce kinA expression (41). Using
the same experimental protocol as above, σE activity at T3 for
this strain was quantiﬁed using a PspoIID-gfp reporter. We found
that similar to Fig. 5 B and C, σE activity is bimodally distributed
in the population at both 4 μM and 10 μM IPTG (Fig. S5 B and
C) even though spoIIG is expressed constitutively. However, in
contrast to Fig. 5C, the fraction of σE-active cells in this strain
increases only approximately twofold from 37% to 78% between
4 μM and 10 μM IPTG (mean of two independent measurements
at each IPTG concentration; Fig. S5 A and C). These measure-
ments are in excellent agreement with the predictions from our
model (Fig. S5A). Thus, even at a low level of KinA, the con-
stitutive expression of spoIIG increases the fraction of σE-active
and, consequently, sporulating cells. Taken together, these results
reinforce the model that the increase in sporulation at the KinA
threshold is mainly due to the ultrasensitive increase in σE acti-
vation via feed-forward loops involving both transcriptional and
posttranslational processes (Fig. 1A).
Activation of σF Does Not Ensure Successful Sporulation in WT B.
subtilis Cells. Thus far, from our data based on a combination
of mathematical modeling with ASI experiments, we have un-
covered two important properties of the sporulation network
response: (i) Activities of σF and σE increase ultrasensitively with
the increase in Spo0A activation, and (ii) at some subthreshold
levels of Spo0A activity, cells that activate σF may fail to activate
σE. We therefore ask if these predictions can be tested using WT
cells in sporulation-inducing conditions. To this end, we used
ﬂuorescence microscopy to measure gene expression in in-
dividual WT cells. We note that we have no direct control of the
Spo0A activity in this setup, and therefore cannot probe the
input–output response of the network directly at the population
level. Nevertheless, because Spo0A activity is broadly heteroge-
neous during starvation (16, 17, 21, 22), correlations between
activities of Spo0A and sigma factor can be examined in single
cells over a wide range of values. Therefore, to determine if ac-
tivation of σF and σE is ultrasensitive to increases in Spo0A ac-
tivity, we simultaneously measured activities of Spo0A and sigma
factors during starvation. We used a triple reporter strain (MF4859)
with a σF activity reporter (PspoIIQ-mCherry) and a σE activity
reporter (PspoIID-yfp), in addition to the Spo0A activity reporter
PspoIIA-cfp. To ensure that the measured activities are not
hindered by differences in local microenvironments or by het-
erogeneity in sporulation initiation times, we chose to study the
effects in liquid sporulation media and thereafter to measure ac-
tivities of the reporters at several time points following the sporu-
lation. Our results indicate that activity of Spo0A ﬁrst increased up
to T2.5 (for WT cells, Tn refers to n hours after cells were placed
in the sporulation media) and then started to decrease, as ob-
served in general (27, 42). This decrease might be associated with
the transcriptional repression that occurs at later times, when
there is enough active σE for the downstream sporulation events.
We therefore focused on the analysis of the reporter activities
at T2.5, the time at which many cells have already formed an
asymmetrical septum. In agreement with our predictions from the
ASI system, starving WT cells showed distinctly bimodal patterns
of σF and σE activity (Fig. S6 A and B). Such distributions allowed
us to choose a threshold for σF and σE activity separating two peaks
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Fig. 5. Ultrasensitivity and cell fate decision in WT cells. (A and B) Triple reporter strain (MF4859) was used to measure Spo0A and sigma factors activities
simultaneously in WT cells grown in starvation media. Cells were binned based on CFP ﬂuorescence for Spo0A activity (PspoIIA-cfp), and the fractions of cells in
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The solid lines represent Hill equation ﬁts. These ﬁts indicate that fractions of cells displaying both σF and σE activities increase ultrasensitively at different Spo0A
activity thresholds. (C and D) Time-lapse microscopy was used to track σF activities and cell fates in WT cells (MF1027) under starvation conditions. (C) Time-lapse
trajectories of σF activity in cells that activate σF but fail to engulf the forespore and resume growth. (D) Time-lapse trajectories of σF activity in cells that activate
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in bimodal distributions (Fig. S6 A and B, horizontal dashed gray
line), and thereby to classify cells as either σF/σE-active or -inactive.
Strikingly, the number of σF/σE-active cells depended on the
ultrasensitivity of Spo0A activity (Fig. 5 A and B and Fig. S6 A
and B). In other words, we could deﬁne a clear threshold value
(Fig. S6 A and B, vertical dashed gray line) for Spo0A activity
required for the activation of the downstream sigma factor. To
quantify the ultrasensitivity of σF and σE activities in response to
Spo0A activity, cells were binned according to their activity levels
of Spo0A and the fraction of σF/σE-active cells in each bin
was calculated. This analysis yields the fraction of cells with ac-
tive σF/σE as a function of Spo0A activity (Fig. 5 A and B). Using
Hill equation ﬁts, we found that the fraction of σF-active cells
increases ultrasensitively (Hill exponent n ∼ 4) around a Spo0A
activity threshold of ∼147 (in arbitrary units of PspoIIA-cfp
ﬂuorescence; 95% conﬁdence interval: 120–174). Using the same
ﬁtting procedure, the fraction of σE-active cells was found to
increase with even greater sensitivity (Hill exponent n ∼ 10.67)
around a Spo0A activity threshold of ∼198 (95% conﬁdence
interval: 178–218.5). Notably, the threshold of Spo0A activity
and effective Hill coefﬁcient for σE activation exceed their
corresponding values for σF activation. Thus, based on these
results, we can conclude that σF and σE activity increases ultra-
sensitively as a function Spo0A activity, with σE activation oc-
curring more ultrasensitively and at a higher threshold.
Going further, we tried to determine if starving WT cells can
indeed fail to sporulate despite activation of σF. This question
required our ability to track cell fate in a long time sequence of
observations, and we therefore used time-lapse microscopy of
cells growing in starvation conditions on a solid agarose medium.
We note that although we attempted to use a strain expressing
two ﬂuorescence reporters (YFP and CFP) for σF and σE activi-
ties, one of the intensities was unstable on the agarose medium
(but stable in liquid culture) for unknown reasons. Thus, we de-
cided to use the single-color GFP reporter system for each time-
lapse microscopy experiment. With this setup, we ﬁrst tracked σF
activity simultaneously with sporulation cell fate. Notably, we
found that during starvation, a fraction of WT cells (MF1027)
form an asymmetrical septum and activate σF but never engulf
the forespore (Fig. 5 C and E and Fig S6C). In this fraction, σF
activity subsequently subsides and cells either become dormant
or resume vegetative growth (Fig. 5 C and E). Because engulf-
ment of the forespore depends entirely on activation of σE (43),
these results indicate that some fractions of the WT population
fail to activate σE despite activating σF and, as a result, are
unable to complete sporulation. It should be noted that failure
to activate σE in these cells is not manifested by insufﬁcient σF
activity. Peak σF activity in these cells is comparable to that in
cells that do engulf the forespore and complete sporulation
(compare Fig. 5 C and E with D and F). Therefore, failure to
activate σE must be attributed to other factors. Our results with
the ASI system (Figs. 3 and 4) and the results of Fig. 5B suggest
that insufﬁcient Spo0A activity may be responsible for failure to
activate σE. Thus, these results verify our prediction that σF ac-
tivation is not always an accurate predictor of cell fate because its
activation can be reversed in some circumstances.
By repeating the time-lapse measurements with the strain
containing σE activity reporter (MF248), we found that expres-
sion patterns of the reporter gene are quite distinct from those
for σF activity reporter (Fig. S6 D and E). We ﬁnd that the
majority, if not all, of the cells that activate σE successfully engulf
the forespore and proceed to sporulation. Although some cells
that activate σE died before completion of sporulation, few or no
σE-active cells were observed to resume vegetative growth. These
results are consistent with previous reports indicating that σE
activation is the sporulation commitment point (23, 24, 37).
Notably, in these reports, it was also suggested that all WT cells that
form an asymmetrical septum eventually activate σF and σE and
reach the commitment point unless the environment is changed
(e.g., by resuspension in nutrient-rich media). In contrast, our results
indicate that even under unchanging starvation conditions, a frac-
tion of cells activate σF but never reach the point of σE activation.
Taken together, our results with WT cells in sporulation con-
ditions conﬁrm the predictions made based on the ASI system
and mathematical modeling. We suggest that different thresholds
for σF and σE activation may allow cells to reverse their de-
velopmental progression, even after activating σF, and thereby
protect them from unnecessary time and energy.
Discussion
Gene regulatory networks controlling cellular differentiation can
be viewed as analog-to-digital converters, because their functions
are to sense various signals from the environment and to process
these signals to induce the transition of cell types to one of discrete
states (44). This conversion of the environmental signals into a cell
fate decision can be described phenomenologically by simply pos-
tulating an activity threshold of the master regulatory component of
the differentiation network. In prokaryotes, several master tran-
scription factors that determine cell fate in response to envi-
ronmental conditions have been reported, including CtrA for
the Caulobacter crescentus cell cycle (45), ComK fo B. subtilis com-
petence development (46), and Spo0A forB. subtilis sporulation (10).
However, due to the limitation of methods used, previous
studies do not provide a mechanistic understanding of how these
thresholds originate or how variable they are in the population.
Here, our goal was to understand how signals are processed and
how the cell fate decisions are made in sporulating B. subtilis
cells. In this organism under starvation conditions, multiple en-
vironmental signals, some yet unknown, converge on the phos-
phorelay network, resulting in noisy, highly variable activation of
the Spo0A master regulator. We therefore needed to uncover
how the heterogeneous increases in Spo0A activity affect the cell
decision to sporulate. In other words, we seek the cell decision
point in the sporulation network at which the noisy, continuous,
but heterogeneous distributions of Spo0A activity are trans-
formed into discrete subpopulations associated with speciﬁc cell
fates. Taking advantage of a synthetic strain, in which the levels
of Spo0A activity can be externally controlled by the inducer IPTG
(27) and multireporter strains in WT background, we found that:
i) Despite the presence of positive transcriptional feedbacks in
the phosphorelay module, an increase in the inducer leads to
a graded (nonultrasensitive) increase in the Spo0A∼P con-
centration. The graded nature of this response leads to unim-
odal distributions of expressions of Spo0A∼P targets with no
clear threshold that can be used to deﬁne cell fate robustly.
Thus, the ultimate decision for sporulation occurs downstream
of the phosphorelay module.
ii) An increase in Spo0A∼P concentration leads to a switch-like
increase in σF activity in the forespore. However, the fraction
of cells that activate σF under certain conditions can signiﬁ-
cantly exceed the fraction of cells that sporulate. Therefore,
activation of σF does not ensure completion of sporulation, and
it is not an accurate predictor of cell fate.
iii) The synergistic interaction between the phosphorelay (Spo0A
activation) module and the σF module results in an ultrasen-
sitive increase in σE activity in the mother cell. This ultra-
sensitivity produces a bimodal ON-or-OFF distribution of σE
activity in the population. As a result, most of cells with active
σE produce spores, indicating that the stage of σE activation is
the ultimate sporulation decision point.
iv) WT B. subtilis cells under starvation conditions show an ul-
trasensitive relation between the activity of Spo0A and activa-
tion of σF and σE in single cells. Cells that activate σE complete
sporulation, whereas cells that activate σF can sometimes
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fail to engulf the forespore and, instead, resume growth or
become dormant.
Examination of these results in light of the architecture of the
sporulation network (Fig. 1 A and B) suggests that the design of
the ultrasensitive switch that determines cell fate in sporulation
is quite unique. In many other organisms, the cell fate decision
has been shown to be controlled by the ultrasensitive activation
of the master regulator through positive feedback, resulting in a
bistable response. Thus, two stable states of the responses cor-
respond to two distinct cell fates (47–53). Surprisingly, despite
the presence of positive feedback in the phosphorelay architec-
ture, we have found that the phosphorelay response to KinA in-
duction is graded and nonultrasensitive. This is a unique and
crucial design feature, with which the sporulation network avoids
the slowdown in the dynamical response that is characteristic of
bistable systems (51, 54, 55). Instead, the sporulation network
generates an ultrasensitive response by using a cascade of coherent
feed-forward loops combining transcriptional and posttranslational
interactions. Speciﬁcally, Spo0A∼P, in a concentration-dependent
manner, directly controls the expression of both σF and σE and
indirectly controls their activation. The mother cell-speciﬁc acti-
vation of σE is therefore under the control of a cascade of two
intercompartmental coherent AND-type feed-forward loops (Fig.
1C). Around the KinA threshold, all the branches of each of the
cascades are activated, leading to a highly ultrasensitive increase in
the level of active σE. Perturbations of this architecture decrease
the threshold and sensitivity of the sporulation response (Fig. S5).
Surprisingly, our results show that although most cells fail to
activate sufﬁcient levels of σE at subthreshold KinA levels, many
cells express sufﬁcient levels of Spo0A∼P to form an asymmet-
rical septum and even to activate σF. From a design perspective,
this response at subthreshold levels of KinA appears somewhat
wasteful and unnecessary. However, in contrast to the well-
controlled conditions of the ASI system, under unpredictable
starvation conditions, WT cells need to make cell fate decisions
based on noisy information that is encoded into a widely ﬂuc-
tuating Spo0A∼P level. To make a timely and accurate decision
under such conditions, the cell has to collect information about
the environment for a certain period to average out the noisy
ﬂuctuations of signals and noise of its own biochemical processes.
By deferring the decision to a stage downstream of Spo0A∼P,
the cell gains a time-averaging interval for ﬁltering out noisy
ﬂuctuations while retaining responsiveness to environmental
signals at the Spo0A∼P and phosphorelay levels. It is not sur-
prising then that the sporulation network decision is, in fact,
deferred to the stage of σE activation. By deferring the decision to
this point of sporulation commitment, cells maximize the time-
averaging interval that they can use to ﬁlter out noisy signals.
Despite our initial focus on the sporulation decision in the ASI
system, we had several reasons to expect that these results apply
even to WT cells. In particular, we have previously shown that
ASI cells under nutrient-rich conditions expressing KinA levels
similar to those in the starving WT cells lead to efﬁcient spor-
ulation, similar to the starving WT cells (21, 27). Furthermore,
our results (Fig. 2D) regarding the unimodality of the expression
of Spo0A∼P target genes are in agreement with those of pre-
vious reports that studied the phosphorelay response of WT cells
in starvation conditions (16, 17, 21). Taking all these results
into consideration, we expect that the ASI system can effec-
tively mimic the natural sporulation network despite differences
in KinA regulation and a lack of other environmental inputs.
In accordance with these expectations, the results of our
experiments with the WT strain in sporulation conditions are
consistent with the major predictions made using the ASI system.
σF and σE activation in single WT B. subtilis cells under starva-
tion conditions does indeed increase ultrasensitivity at a thresh-
old level of Spo0A activity. Although our measurements indicate
that σE is activated at a higher threshold, it is difﬁcult to de-
termine these thresholds accurately in the WT setting due to the
large heterogeneity of Spo0A activity. This illustrates the utility
of the ASI system, because it offers a mode of control over
Spo0A activation. Nevertheless, using time-lapse microscopy, we
were able to verify the occurrence of cells that activate σF and yet
fail to complete sporulation successfully. Because these cells never
engulf the forespore, we concluded that the failure to complete
sporulation results from a lack of σE activity. On the other hand,
most of the cells that activate σE were found to complete en-
gulfment and proceed to sporulation. Therefore, even in the WT
setting, σF activation alone overestimates the sporulation re-
sponse of the population, albeit far less strikingly than in the
ASI system at a low KinA. Given these ultrasensitive cell fate-
determining relationships between activities of Spo0A and σF
and σE, we believe more detailed comparisons between the ASI
and WT dynamics in future studies may allow us to uncover how
speciﬁc environmental signals inﬂuence sporulation.
Materials and Methods
Modeling Methods. To uncover how the increase in KinA expression affects
sporulation, we built a detailed mathematical model of the sporulation
network based on its known topology. For this, the network was divided into
three modules that play essential roles in the early phases of sporulation in
a hierarchical order: (i) the phosphorelay that controls Spo0A activation, (ii) the
σF activation module in the forespore compartment, and (iii) the σE activation
module in the mother cell compartment (Fig. 1C). We brieﬂy discuss the model
here and refer the reader to SI Materials and Methods and Table S3 for details.
To study the function of each module, we modeled its input–output
functions separately. The input and output signals for the phosphorelay
module can be deﬁned as the level of KinA and the resulting Spo0A∼P level,
respectively (Fig. 1B). In turn, Spo0A∼P, as the input, governs the forespore-
speciﬁc activation of σF by controlling the transcription of the spoIIA operon
(encoding σF and its two regulators) and the spoIIE gene (8) (encoding the
serine phosphatase required for the activation of σF; Fig. 1C). Immediately
after forespore formation, Spo0A∼P in the mother cell and active σF in the
forespore act as inputs for the σE module, and thus control expression of the
σE regulon as the output (8, 38). Details of all posttranslational interactions
and transcriptional regulation, as well as relevant parameter values (Table
S3), were extracted from the literature (5, 8, 12, 16, 32, 33, 36, 40, 55–57).
We studied both the steady-state and dynamical properties of each
module. First, we used the ode45 simulator ofMATLAB (MathWorks) to study
the deterministic response of each network module. Global parameter sam-
pling for the phosphorelay was used to determine if steady-state Spo0A∼P
concentrations can increase ultrasensitively between 4 μM and 10 μM IPTG.
Subsequently, stochastic simulations for different IPTG doses were per-
formed using the SSA algorithm of the StochKit package (58). An ensemble
of 400 trajectories of the phosphorelay response to each IPTG concentration
was used to estimate average response times (Fig. S2) and distributions of
spoIIA, spoIIE, and spoIIG gene expression levels.
Variability in the expression of these genes combined with the ultrasen-
sitive activation of σF and σE produces bimodal distributions of sigma factor
activities (Figs. 3B and 4B and Figs. S3 and S4). A threshold level of σF can be
used to divide the population into σF-active and σF-inactive fractions. We
chose a threshold of 2 μM σF, which lies between the two modes of the σF
distribution, to ensure that the predicted fractions of σF-active cells are least
sensitive to variations in this threshold. To predict cell fate based on σF, all
cells above this threshold are counted as sporulating cells (Fig. 3D, black
line). Similarly, we deﬁne 1 μM σE (between the modes of σE distributions) as
a threshold to predict fractions of active cells robustly. To predict cell fate
based on these distributions, all cells above the threshold of 1 μM σE were
counted as sporulating cells (Fig. 4D, black line). The fraction of sporulating
cells predicted based on σF and σE activities was subsequently compared with
the fraction of sporulating cells calculated from measurements of sporula-
tion efﬁciencies as described in the next section.
Estimation of Fraction of Sporulating Cells from Spore Counts. Heat shock-
resistant spore counts and total viable cell counts (spores + vegetative cells) at
each IPTG dose were estimated as described in Experimental Materials and
Methods. Spore counts were measured at least three times at each IPTG
concentration indicated in Fig. 1D. To calculate the fraction of sporulating
cells (Figs. 3D and 4D), we ﬁrst compute sporulation efﬁciency (i.e., the ratio
of spores to viable cells that is observed at the end of the experiment). To
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calculate the efﬁciency, each spore count was normalized by the total viable
cell counts measured at the respective IPTG concentrations. We note that
total viable cell count varies only ∼10% between 0 μM and 20 μM IPTG,
whereas spore counts change more than 20-fold. As a result, there is rela-
tively little effect of total cell count variability on sporulation efﬁciency and
the KinA threshold effect is reproducible. We therefore normalize the three
independent measurements of spore counts at each IPTG concentration by
the average total viable cell count to determine three measurements
of sporulation fraction at each IPTG dose. These calculated sporulation
efﬁciencies can subsequently be used to determine the fraction of spor-
ulating cells reliably.
The fraction of sporulating cells (f) is underrepresented in the ﬁnal viable
cell counts because nonsporulating cells can further divide and increase their
numbers, whereas spores do not divide. To account for this in our estimate of
the fraction f, we establish a relation between the sporulation (p) and the
actual fraction of cells that chose to sporulate (f). Assuming that the pop-
ulation size was N before nutrients became too scarce for sporulation, the
number of spores in the ﬁnal population is Nf and the number of nonspores is
2nN(1 − f) because the nonspores divide n times. Accordingly, the sporula-
tion efﬁciency (p) is related to the fraction of sporulating cells (f) as:
p ¼ Nf
Nfþ 2nNð1− fÞ ¼
f
fþ 2nð1− fÞ ⇒ f ¼
2np
1þ ð2n − 1Þp; [1]
where n is the average number of times that a cell that does not sporulate will
divide. Based on experimental observations, we ﬁnd that n ∼ 2. We use this
relationship to calculate the fraction of sporulating cells and compare f with
the fraction predicted by our simulations (Figs. 3D and 4D).
Experimental Materials and Methods
Strain Construction. The parental strain for all experiments was B. subtilis
PY79. Strains used and generated in this study are listed in Table S1. Detailed
information about the ASI system (Phy-spank-kinA) can be found elsewhere
(21, 28). CFP, YFP, and mCherry reporter genes were ampliﬁed by PCR
using the primers listed in Table S2. DNAs of pDR201 harboring the gene
for mCherry, B. subtilis strain BTD217 (amyE::PspoIIQ-RBSopt-cfp-spoIIQ) and
B. subtilis strain BKM1563 (ycgO::PspoIVF-spoIVFB-yfp) (both gifts from
David Rudner, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA) were used as templates
for PCR. Promoter DNA fragments for spoIIQ and spoIID were ampliﬁed
from B. subtilis PY79 strain using the primers listed in Table S2. After re-
striction enzyme digestion (as listed in Table S2), each of the DNA fragments
was cloned into either pDG1730 (amyE integration vector) (59) or pDG1664
(thrC integration vector) (59). Plasmids generated were inserted by double-
crossover recombination into either the amyE or thrC locus of the chromo-
some of B. subtilis PY79 strain. PspoIIA-cfp (a gift from Jan-Willem Veening,
University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands) was constructed as
described (60). GFP reporter strains were published previously (38). Details of
the constructions are available on request.
Media and Sporulation Conditions. Sporulation of the ASI strain was induced in
LB by adding IPTG at the indicated concentrations as described previously
(21). Sporulation in the WT strain background was induced by the procedure
of Sterlini and Mandelstam (61).
Sporulation and β-Galactosidase Assays. Assays for sporulation and β-galac-
tosidase activity were performed as described previously (21).
Fluorescence and Time-Lapse Microscopy. Fluorescence microscopy was per-
formed as described previously (62). In brief, cells from 0.2 mL of culture
were centrifuged and suspended in 50 μL of 1 × PBS. The concentrated cell
suspension (2 μL) was placed on 1% (wt/vol) agarose pads containing 1 × PBS
within a 25-μL Gene Frame (AB Gene) covered by a clean microscope slide
coverslip and was viewed using an Olympus BL51 ﬂuorescence microscope
with Slidebook software (Intelligent Imaging Innovations). For Figs. 3C and
4C, ﬂuorescence measurements of σF and σE activities at 4 μM and 10 μM
IPTG were made for multiple colonies (ﬁve colonies for σF and four colonies
for σE; each colony had ∼100 cells). These ﬂuorescence measurements were
used, along with appropriate thresholds, to count the number of cells that
are sigma-active in each colony. The mean and SD of the fractions are
reported as percentages. Histograms of sigma factor activities in individual
colonies are provided in Figs. S3F and S4E.
Time-lapse microscopy was performed by the procedure of de Jong et al.
(63) using the ﬂuorescence microscope with a temperature-controlled cham-
ber from Solent Scientiﬁc. In brief, sporulating cells incubated for 1 h at 37 °C
in the medium of Sterlini and Mandelstam (61) were spotted on 1% (wt/vol)
agarose pads containing the identical medium within a 25-μL Gene Frame
and covered by a clean microscope slide coverslip. A prepared slide glass was
placed in the prewarmed (37 °C) environmental chamber of the microscope
and monitored single cells over time. Intensities of ﬂuorescent proteins
(arbitrary units per pixel) in cells were analyzed electronically with Slidebook
software and customized MATLAB code.
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